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Executive Summary: 

The aim of this project is to train and equip the next generation in order to perpetuate the progress

made in the area of science and faith. To achieve this, we need a multifaceted project, targeting

different groups of people:

1. Academics and university students

We  will  develop  regional  interdisciplinary  groups  and  set  up  a  mentoring  scheme  for  young

academics. We will also further develop the national professional networks and organize a year of

coordinated conferences on Virtues. Where appropriate, conference proceedings will be edited and

published. As a result, more academics will be encouraged to engage with science and faith issues

and to demonstrate virtues in research, so that non-Christians can see the relevance of faith for

academia.

2. High-school students

High-school students in France are exposed to a particularly secular approach to science. Therefore,

we will produce more science-faith resources for high-school students (including videos for the

website and smartphone application) and continue to develop GBL groups (discussion groups for

Christian and non-Christian high-school students).

3. Church leaders and communities

Influenced  by  French  cultural  ideas  that  science  and  faith  are  opposed,  many  church  leaders

reinforce this  separation.  During this  project  we will  produce an Introduction to  Theology that

teaches theology students and pastors to engage with contemporary thought. We will also establish

links between the regional interdisciplinary groups and local churches, to promote dialog on science

and faith issues, both within congregations and also with the general public.

Together, these activities and resources will contribute to the long-term goal of breaking down the

cultural barriers between science and faith.
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